SUBJECT: USEUCOM GENADMIN FOR 2017-2018 INFLUENZA (FLU) PREVENTION AND CONTROL
ORIGINATOR: EURCOM J3 DIRECTORATE/
DTG: 261240Z Jul 17
PRECEDENCE: ROUTINE/

TO: HQ USAFE A3 RAMSTEIN AB GE, COMUSNAVEUR COMUSNAVF NAPLES IT, CDR USAREUR G357 WIESBADEN GE, COMMARFOREUR, COMSOCEUR J3 OPS DIRECTORATE VAIHINGEN GE //

CC: CDR USEUCOM J1 DIRECTORATE VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J2 DIRECTORATE VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J3 DIRECTORATE VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J4 DIRECTORATE VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J4 JLOC VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J4 DEPLOYMENT DIST OPS CTR VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J4 MD READ DIV-CMD SURG VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J5 EUROPE DIV VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J5 PLANS DIV VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J5 STRATEGY DIV VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J6 DIRECTORATE VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J7 DIRECTORATE VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J8 RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS DIV VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM J9 DIRECTORATE VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM JUDGE ADVOCATE DIRECTORATE VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM PUBLIC AFFAIRS VAIHINGEN GE, EURCOM POLAD VAIHINGEN GE, HQ USEUCOM LO WASHINGTON DC, HQ USAFE CC RAMSTEIN AB GE, HQ USAFE COMMAND CENTER RAMSTEIN AB GE, CDR USAREUR CG WIESBADEN GE, COMSOCEUR VAIHINGEN GE, CDR USEUCOM MOB-RESV COMP AFFAIRS VAIHINGEN GE, HQ USEUCOM VAIHINGEN, HQ IMCOM-E SEMBACH GE, DIR MEDIA GATEWAY FACILITY LANDSTUHL GE, CDR USAREUR OCSURG WIESBADEN GE, NAVMED EAST PORTSMOUTH VA, NAVHOSP ROTA SP, NAVHOSP NAPLES IT, NAVHOSP SIGONELLA IT, CDR USAMMCE PIRMASENS GE, HQ USAFRICOM STUTTGART GE, CDR USEUCOM EPOC JOC VAIHINGEN GE //

UNCLASSIFIED/
MSGID/GENADMIN/CDRUSEUCOM/

REF/A/DOC/OASD(HA)/24 MAY 2017/
REF/B/DOC/OASD(HA)/04 APR 2008/
REF/C/DOC/OASD(HA)/TBP/
REF/D/DOC/DODEA/26 FEB 2014/
REF/E/DOC/DOD/07 OCT 2013/
REF/F/DOC/HHS/02 DEC 2010/

UNCLASSIFIED

IMMUNIZATION AND CHEMOPROPHYLAXIS REQUIREMENTS. REF F IS THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES (HHS), HEALTHY PEOPLE 2020 OBJECTIVE TO INCREASE THE PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS WHO ARE VACCINATED ANNUALLY AGAINST SEASONAL FLU. //

ORDTYPE/GENADMIN/CDRUSEUCOM //
TIMEZONE/Z //

NARR/ (U) THIS USEUCOM GENADMIN DIRECTS COMPONENT COMMANDERS, AND USEUCOM STAFF DIRECTORATES/SPECIAL STAFF TO COORDINATE WITH SUPPORTING MEDICAL ACTIVITY COMMANDERS, INSTALLATION/BASE COMMANDERS AND DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE EDUCATION ACTIVITY-EUROPE (DODEA-E) LEADERSHIP IN SUPPORT OF (ISO) USEUCOM COMMANDER INITIATIVES FOR RAPID AND TIMELY COMPLETION OF THE 2017-2018 INFLUENZA (FLU) VACCINATION PROGRAM FOR ALL UNIFORMED SERVICE PERSONNEL, CIVILIAN MARINERS, DOD CIVILIANS, DODEA-E STAFF/ENROLLEES AND OTHER ELIGIBLE BENEFICIARIES WITHIN THE USEUCOM AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY (AOR). //

GENTEXT/REMARKS/
1. (U) SITUATION. SEASONAL FLU AND COMPLICATIONS FROM ASSOCIATED DISEASES PRESENT A COMPLEX THREAT WITH POTENTIAL TO PLACE ENORMOUS STRESS ON RESOURCES, FORCE READINESS AND MISSION CAPABILITIES.
1.A. (U) THE REQUIREMENT FOR VACCINATION IS DIRECTED UNDER REFS A AND E.
1.B. (U) THE USEUCOM COMMANDER'S GOAL IS TO EXECUTE TIMELY AND EFFECTIVE FLU VACCINATION AND PREVENTION EFFORTS TO MINIMIZE FLU AND ASSOCIATED DISEASE THREATS IOT MAXIMIZE FORCE READINESS AND PRESERVE USEUCOM MISSION CAPABILITY. //

2. (U) USEUCOM COMPONENT COMMANDER RESPONSIBILITIES. COMMANDERS WILL VACCINATE ALL ELIGIBLE SERVICE MEMBERS, DOD CIVILIANS AND DEPENDENTS PER REFS A AND E TO PROTECT AGAINST SEASONAL FLU AND ITS COMPLICATIONS.
2.A. (U) ALL (100 PERCENT) ACTIVE DUTY, RESERVE COMPONENT PERSONNEL, AND CIVILIAN MARINERS (CIVMARS) WILL BE IMMUNIZED AGAINST THE FLU VIRUS ACCORDING TO SERVICE-SPECIFIC GUIDELINES. THE USEUCOM GOAL IS TO VACCINATE 90 PERCENT OR MORE OF THE UNIFORMED MILITARY AND CIVMARS POPULATION NO LATER THAN 15 DEC 2017. COMMANDERS WILL CONTINUE TO IMMUNIZE UNVACCINATED ASSIGNED/ATTACHED UNIFORMED MILITARY AND CIVMARS UNTIL ALL FLU VACCINES ARE EITHER EXHAUSTED, EXPIRED OR UPON ACHIEVING 100 PERCENT COMPLIANCE.
2.B. (U) IN SUPPORT OF U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES (DHHS) HEALTHY PEOPLE 2020 OBJECTIVES IN ACCORDANCE WITH (IAW) REF F, RECOMMEND SUBORDINATE AND INSTALLATION/BASE TENANT
ACTIVITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR VACCINATING OTHER ELIGIBLE BENEFICIARIES WITHIN THE USUCOM AOR, USE THE FOLLOWING GOALS FOR THE 2017-2018 FLU SEASON:

2.B.1. (U) DEPENDENT CHILDREN AGED 6 MONTHS TO 17 YEARS: EXCEED HEALTHY PEOPLE 2020 TARGET BY 20 PERCENT AND REACH A 90 PERCENT VACCINATION RATE.

2.B.2. (U) DOD CIVILIAN, DEPENDENTS AND RETIREE ADULTS AGED 18 TO 64 YEARS: EXCEED HEALTHY PEOPLE 2020 TARGET BY 20 PERCENT AND REACH A 90 PERCENT VACCINATION RATE.

2.B.3. (U) DOD CIVILIAN, DEPENDENTS AND RETIREE ADULTS AGED 65 YEARS AND OLDER: ACHIEVE HEALTHY PEOPLE 2020 TARGET OF 90 PERCENT VACCINATION RATE


3. (U) TASKS.

3.A. (U) TASKS TO ALL.

3.A.1. (U) VACCINATE ALL (100 PERCENT) DOD PERSONNEL, UNLESS MEDICALLY EXEMPT. THE USEUCOM GOAL IS TO VACCINATE 90 PERCENT NO LATER THAN 15 DEC 2017.

3.A.2. (U) VACCINATE ALL OTHER ELIGIBLE BENEFICIARIES UPON REQUEST.

3.A.3. (U) IAW REFDS D & E, SUPPORT INSTALLATION COMMANDS, DODEA-E, AND CHILD YOUTH AND SCHOOL SERVICES (CYSS) EFFORTS TO ENSURE ALL ELIGIBLE CHILDREN, TEACHERS, CAREGIVERS AND VOLUNTEERS ATTENDING OR WORKING IN DOD SPONSORED SCHOOLS, YOUTH AND DAYCARE CENTERS ARE IMMUNIZED AGAINST THE FLU.

3.A.4. (U) EDUCATE POPULATION ON FLU PREVENTION AND THE IMPORTANCE OF RECEIVING SEASONAL FLU VACCINE.

3.A.5. (U) FOLLOW ESTABLISHED MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE REPORT PROTOCOLS FOR INFLUENZA-LIKE ILLNESS (ILI) ALLOWING RAPID INTERVENTION AND RESPONSE.

3.A.6. (U) SUPPORT COMMUNITY MITIGATION MEASURES.

3.A.7. (U) ENSURE PREPOSITIONING OF MEDICAL AND LOGISTIC CAPABILITIES TO PROTECT PERSONNEL AND U.S. INTERESTS.
3.A.8. (U) Ensure standardized screening form is used for documenting vaccination and retained IAW personally identifiable information (PII) and health insurance portability and accountability act (HIPAA) policies.


3.A.10. (U) Post all vaccinations per service specific policy in their respective service immunization tracking systems for all service members vaccinated. For all other beneficiaries, post all vaccinations per service specific policy in the immunization module of the electronic health record or immunization tracking system. Electronic entry occurs at the time of vaccination, or at a maximum, NLT close of business the next duty day following vaccination.

3.A.11. (U) Track active duty percent vaccinated and report when 90 percent compliance is achieved but NLT 15 Dec 2017 to points of contact listed in 5.A. and 5.B.


3.A.13. (U) Ensure the seasonal flu message has wide dissemination throughout population at risk area via public affairs and other command communication tools.

3.B. (U) Tasks to USEUCOM components.

3.B.1. (U) United States Army Europe (USAREUR).


3.B.1.B. (U) ICW United States Army Medical Material Center-Europe (USAMMC-E), provide distribution updates weekly to ECJ4-MEDICAL POCs listed in Paragraph 5.A. and 5.B. Upon receipt of this GENADMIN.

3.B.1.C. (U) ICW United States Army Regional Health Command-Europe (RHC-E), provide updated medical protection system (MEDPROS) task force listing to contacts listed in 5.B. for identifying all army service members and healthcare workers in the USAREUR/RHC-E AOR NLT 29 Sep 17.

3.B.1.D. (U) Provide MEDPROS task force listing and access to ECJ4-MEDICAL POC listed in 5.B. For all CONUS based Army assets currently deployed to the USEUCOM theater of operation NLT 29 Sep 17. This will include but not limited to regionally aligned forces (RAF) and other task forces in support of operations in
KOSOVO AND OPERATION ATLANTIC RESOLVE. PROVIDE UPDATED TASK FORCES ON ROTATIONAL UNITS AS NECESSARY.


3.B.1.F. (U) ICW RHC-E AND UNITED STATES ARMY INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT COMMAND - EUROPE (USIMCOM-E) AND AS DISCUSSED DURING THE USEUCOM COMMAND SURGEON'S MEDICAL SUMMIT ON 30 MAR 17 AND AGAIN AT THE USEUCOM FORCE HEALTH PROTECTION SYNCHRONIZATION MEETING ON 31 MAY 17, IDENTIFY MULTIPLE ARMY INSTALLATIONS FOR EXERCISING PI-ID / POD PLANS USING THE 2017-2018 SEASONAL INFLUENZA VACCINE TO DEMONSTRATE ABILITY TO CONDUCT RAPID EXECUTION FOR VACCINATING 90 PERCENT OF THE INSTALLATIONS MILITARY PERSONNEL WITHIN 120 HOURS FROM RECEIPT OF VACCINE. PROVIDE PROJECTED DATES AND LOCATION OF THE PI-ID / POD EXERCISES TO CONTACTS IN PARAGRAPH 5.A. AND 5.B. NLT 15 AUG 17. PROVIDE AFTER ACTION REPORT ON SUCCESSES, FAILURES AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF EXERCISING PI-ID AT THE SELECTED INSTALLATIONS TO POINTS OF CONTACT LISTED IN 5.A. AND 5.B. NLT THREE WEEKS AFTER THE EXERCISES.

3.B.2. (U) UNITED STATES AIR FORCES IN EUROPE (USAFE).

3.B.2.A. (U) PROVIDE UPDATED STATISTICS ON FLU VACCINATION RATES FOR BENEFICIARIES OTHER THAN SERVICE MEMBERS AS LISTED IN PARAGRAPH 2.B. WITHIN THEIR RESPECTIVE MEDICAL TREATMENT FACILITY CATCHMENT AREAS VIA AEROMEDICAL SERVICES INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (ASIMS) NLT 26 JAN 2018.

3.B.2.B. (U) AS DISCUSSED DURING THE USEUCOM COMMAND SURGEON'S SUMMIT ON 30 MAR 17 AND AGAIN AT THE USEUCOM FORCE HEALTH PROTECTION SYNCHRONIZATION MEETING ON 31 MAY 17, IDENTIFY MULTIPLE USAFE AIR FORCE BASES FOR EXERCISING PI-ID / POD PLANS USING THE 2017-2018 SEASONAL INFLUENZA VACCINE TO DEMONSTRATE ABILITY TO CONDUCT RAPID EXECUTION FOR VACCINATING 90 PERCENT OF THE INSTALLATIONS MILITARY PERSONNEL WITHIN 120 HOURS FROM RECEIPT OF VACCINE. PROVIDE PROJECTED DATES AND LOCATIONS OF THE BASE PI-ID / POD EXERCISES TO CONTACTS IN PARAGRAPH 5.A. AND 5.B. NLT 15 AUG 17. PROVIDE AFTER ACTION REPORT ON SUCCESSES, FAILURES AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF EXERCISING PI-ID AT THE SELECTED BASE TO POINTS OF CONTACT LISTED IN 5.A. AND 5.B. NLT THREE WEEKS AFTER THE EXERCISES.

3.B.3. (U) UNITED STATES NAVAL FORCES EUROPE (NAVEUR).

3.B.3.A. (U) ICW ASHORE BASED NAVY MEDICINE EAST (NAVMEDEAST) FACILITIES LOCATED IN THE MEDITERRANEAN (E.G. UNITED STATES NAVAL HOSPITALS (USNH) SIGONELLA, NAPLES AND ROTA), PROVIDE UPDATED STATISTICS ON FLU VACCINATION RATES FOR BENEFICIARIES OTHER THAN SERVICE MEMBERS AS LISTED IN PARAGRAPH 2.B. SUPPORTED
BY SUCH FACILITIES WITHIN THEIR RESPECTIVE CATCHMENT AREA VIA M2
NLT 26 JAN 2018.
3.B.3.B. (U) ICW NAVMEDEAST FACILITIES LOCATED IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN (E.G. USNH SIGONELLA, USNH NAPLES, USNH ROTA AND/OR
THEIR RESPECTIVE SUBORDINATE BRANCH HEALTH CLINICS), AS
DISCUSSED DURING THE USEUCOM COMMAND SURGEON'S SUMMIT ON 30 MAR
17 AND AGAIN AT THE USEUCOM FORCE HEALTH PROTECTION
SYNCHRONIZATION MEETING ON 31 MAY 17, IDENTIFY MULTIPLE NAVY
BASE/STATION(S) FOR EXERCISING PI-ID / POD PLANS USING THE 2017-
2018 SEASONAL INFLUENZA VACCINE TO DEMONSTRATE ABILITY TO
CONDUCT RAPID EXECUTION FOR VACCINATING 90 PERCENT OF THE
INSTALLATIONS MILITARY PERSONNEL WITHIN 120 HOURS FROM RECEIPT
OF VACCINE. PROVIDE PROJECTED DATES AND LOCATIONS OF THE PI-ID /
POD EXERCISES TO CONTACTS IN PARAGRAPH 5.A. AND 5.B. NLT 15 AUG
17. PROVIDE AFTER ACTION REPORT ON SUCCESSES, FAILURES AND
RECOMMENDATIONS OF EXERCISING PI-ID PLAN AT THE SELECTED
BASE/STATION(S) TO POINTS OF CONTACT LISTED IN 5.A. AND 5.B. NLT
THREE WEEKS AFTER THE EXERCISES.
3.C. (U) TASKS TO USEUCOM STAFF.
3.C.1. (U) UPON ARRIVAL OF THE SEASONAL FLU VACCINE IN THE
THEATER OF OPERATION, SUPPORT USEUCOM HEADQUARTERS COMMANDANT
AND COMMANDER UNITED STATES ARMY HEALTH CLINIC STUTTGART EFFORTS
TO VACCINATE ALL ASSIGNED OR ATTACHED PERSONNEL IAW PARAGRAPH
3.A. BE PREPARED TO SUPPORT USIMCOM-E, UNITED STATES GARRISON
STUTTGART (USAG STUTTGART) AND COMMANDER UNITED STATES ARMY
HEALTH CLINIC STUTTGART IN ACCORDANCE WITH PARAGRAPH 3.B.1.F. AS
NECESSARY.
3.C.2. (U) ECJ1.
3.C.2.A. (U) PROVIDE SUMMARY DATA AT THE COUNTRY LEVEL FOR
PERMANENT PARTY PERSONNEL ASSIGNED IN THE USEUCOM AOR TO THE POC
LISTED IN PARAGRAPH 5.B. NLT 29 SEP 2017. DATA WILL INCLUDE
ACTIVE AND RESERVE COMPONENT MILITARY MEMBERS, DOD CIVILIANS
(NEITHER APPROPRIATED AND NON-APPROPRIATED FUND (NAF) EMPLOYEES),
LOCAL NATIONALS AND MILITARY DEPENDENTS.
3.C.3.A. (U) TRACK COMPONENT AND HQ USEUCOM PERSONNEL FLU
VACCINATION COMPLIANCE USING SERVICE AND DOD IMMUNIZATION
TRACKING SYSTEMS.
3.C.3.B. (U) PROVIDE UPDATES OF USEUCOM COMPLIANCE TO THE HQ
USEUCOM COMMANDANT BEGINNING 30 OCT 2017 AND PROVIDE BI-WEEKLY
REPORTS THROUGH 29 JAN 2018.
3.C.3.C. (U) UTILIZE THE USEUCOM TASK MANAGEMENT TOOL (TMT) TO
TASK EACH USEUCOM DIRECTORATE/SPECIAL STAFF TO REPORT TO ECCS-HC
AND POCs IN PARAGRAPH 5.A AND 5.B WHEN THEY HAVE REACHED
COMPLIANCE PERCENTAGES PER PARAGRAPH 3.A.1 FOR ASSIGNED/ATTACHED
SERVICE MEMBERS HAVING COMPLETED THE 2017-2018 SEASONAL FLU
VACCINATION REQUIREMENT PER REF A AND E.
3.C.4.A. (U) ICW ECJ4-MEDICAL, WORK WITH RESPECTIVE U.S. EMBASSIES IN DEVELOPMENT OF BILATERAL OR MULTILATERAL FLU VACCINATION SUPPORT FOR ASSIGNED SERVICE MEMBERS AT REMOTE SITES.
3.C.4.B. (U) ENSURE ALL USEUCOM ASSIGNED OR ATTACHED OFFICE OF DEFENSE COOPERATION (ODC) PERSONNEL ARE CONTACTED WITH INFORMATION ON OBTAINING FLU VACCINATION THROUGH THEIR SUPPORTED EMBASSY MEDICAL ACTIVITY OR THROUGH TRICARE EURASIA-AFRICA. DOCUMENTATION OF COMPLETED VACCINATIONS FOR ODC PERSONNEL MUST BE RETURNED TO ECJ5/8 AND forwarded to UNITED STATES ARMY HEALTH CLINIC (USAHC) STUTTGART MEDICAL READINESS DEPARTMENT FOR ENTERING INTO THE RESPECTIVE ELECTRONIC IMMUNIZATION TRACKING SYSTEM NLT FIVE (05) DAYS AFTER VACCINATION WITH COURTESY COPY OF ODC COMPLIANCE TO ECCS-HC AND POC IN PARAGRAPH 5.B. BELOW. INFORMATION OF VACCINATION WILL INCLUDE AT A MINIMUM THE FOLLOWING: FULL NAME, DOD ID NUMBER; DATE OF VACCINATION, VACCINE TRADE NAME, LOT NUMBER, VACCINE DOSE, ANATOMICAL ROUTE OF INJECTION; INSTALLATION/SITE NAME.
3.C.5.A. (U) ICW DEPARTMENT OF STATE (DOS), ECJ4-MEDICAL, AND ECJ5/8, WORK WITH RESPECTIVE U.S. EMBASSIES, INTERAGENCY ORGANIZATIONS, IN DEVELOPMENT OF BILATERAL OR MULTILATERAL FLU VACCINATION INITIATIVES.
3.C.6. (U) ECSG.
3.C.6.A. (U) ASSUME LEAD STRATEGIC ROLE FOR USEUCOM EFFORTS IN COMBATTING SEASONAL FLU.
3.C.6.B. (U) COORDINATE WITH DOD/EA-E ON COMPLIANCE REPORTING REQUESTS.
3.C.7. (U) USEUCOM COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT (ECCE).
3.C.8. (U) USEUCOM HEADQUARTERS COMMANDANT (ECCS-HC).
3.C.8.A. (U) COORDINATE WITH LOCAL MILITARY TREATMENT FACILITY (MTF) TO ENSURE GOAL OF REACHING 90 PERCENT VACCINATION RATE FOR ALL ASSIGNED AND/OR ATTACHED USEUCOM SERVICE MEMBERS NLT 15 DECEMBER 2017 AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH PARAGRAPH 3.A. BE PREPARED TO SUPPORT USIMCOM-E, USAG STUTTGART AND COMMANDER UNITED STATES ARMY HEALTH CLINIC STUTTGART IN ACCORDANCE WITH PARAGRAPH 3.B.1.F. AS NECESSARY IN ORDER TO DEMONSTRATE ABILITY TO REACH 90 PERCENT DURING POINT OF DISTRIBUTION EXERCISE. CONTINUE TO COORDINATE WITH LOCAL MTF UNTIL 100 PERCENT COMPLIANCE IS ACHIEVED.
4. (U) ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS.
4.A. (U) WHEN SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED OR DELAYED, FOR PRIORITY CATEGORIES FOR VACCINATION FOLLOW OFFICE OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS (OASD-HA) GUIDANCE IN REF A.
4.B. (U) TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE MEDICAL PRODUCTS.
4.B.1. (U) FLU VACCINES ARE TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE PRODUCTS AND ACTIVITIES WITHIN EUROPE MUST COMPLY WITH COLD CHAIN MANAGEMENT /STORAGE AND HANDLING GUIDELINES WHEN TRANSPORTING AND STORING VACCINES.
4.B.2. (U) COMMANDERS WITHIN THE USEUCOM AOR ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ENSURING PROCEDURES ARE IN PLACE TO MINIMIZE WASTAGE OF VACCINE.
FORWARD COMPLETED WORKSHEET TO USEUCOM ECJ4-MEDICAL CONTACT LISTED IN PARAGRAPH 5.B. FINAL DISPOSITION OF VACCINE WILL COME FROM DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY (DLA) COLD CHAIN MANAGERS.
4.C. (U) IMMUNIZATION TRAINING.
4.C.1. (U) VACCINE ADMINISTRATORS AND HANDLERS WITHIN THE USEUCOM AOR MUST BE TRAINED PER REFERENCE E. DEFENSE HEALTH AGENCY - IMMUNIZATION HEALTHCARE BRANCH (DHA-IHB) PROVIDES TRAINING FOR SEASONAL FLU VACCINE ADMINISTRATION ALONG WITH TRAINING ON FLU VACCINE STORAGE AND HANDLING LOCATED AT: HTTPS://JKODIRECT.JTEN.MIL/ATLAS2/PAGE/LOGIN/LOGIN.JSF. THIS ANNUAL INFLUENZA TRAINING SHALL BE INCORPORATED INTO ALL LOCAL IMMUNIZATION TRAINING PROGRAMS WITHIN THE USEUCOM AOR.
4.D. (U) ACTIVE DUTY NATO FORCES ASSIGNED AT USEUCOM OR NATO BASES WHO RECEIVE U.S. MEDICAL LOGISTICAL SUPPORT ARE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE THE SEASONAL FLU VACCINATION FROM DOD ACTIVE DUTY ALLOCATIONS IAW VACCINATION PRIORITIZATION.
4.E. (U) IAW REFERENCE A AND C THE OASD GUIDANCE FOR SENTINEL SITES FOR THE 2017-2018 FLU SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM, MEDICAL FACILITIES SHALL COMPLY WITH ILI SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR PATIENTS MEETING CASE DEFINITIONS OF FLU.
4.F. (U) FUNDING.
4.F.1. (U) USEUCOM WILL NOT PROVIDE FUNDING. COMPONENT COMMANDS, THROUGH THE MILITARY IMMUNIZATION PROGRAM, ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR FUNDING U.S. COSTS IN SUPPORT OF THIS TASKING.
4.G. (U) ECCE.
4.G.1. (U) THE PA POSTURE FOR THIS CAMPAIGN IS ACTIVE.
4.G.2. (U) UNITS AND INSTALLATION/BASE COMMANDS ARE HIGHLY ENCOURAGED AND AUTHORIZED TO ENGAGE WITH MEDIA AT ALL LEVELS.
INTERNAL COVERAGE TO INCLUDE PHOTOS, VIDEOS AND PRINT ARTICLES/FEATURES IS ALSO HIGHLY ENCOURAGE AND AUTHORIZED.

4.G.3. (U) SEND FLU VACCINATION RELATED IMAGERY, VIDEO AND PRINT PRODUCTS TO USEUCOM COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT (ECCE) AT EUCOM.MEDIAOPS@MAIL.MIL TO RE-PURPOSE ON USEUCOM WEB SITE AND SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES (E.G., FACEBOOK, TWITTER, ETC.).

5. (U) USEUCOM POINTS OF CONTACT.
5.A. (U) ECJ4-MEDICAL: MAJ MELANIE K. MULDROW, DSN 314-430-4277, COMM 011-49-711-680-4277, SIPR EMAIL: [REDACTED], NIPR EMAIL: MELANIE.K.MULDROW.MIL@MAIL.MIL.
5.B. (U) USEUCOM/USAFRICOM DHA-IHB IMMUNIZATION HEALTHCARE SPECIALIST, MR. THOMAS M. KANARIS, DSN 430-7166, COMM 011-680-711-7166, SIPR EMAIL: [REDACTED], NIPR EMAIL: THOMAS.M.KANARIS.CIV@MAIL.MIL.
5.C. (U) USEUCOM JOINT OPERATIONS CENTER 24/7: JOC TEAM CHIEF, DSN 314-430-5075, COMMERCIAL 011-49-711-680-5075.//